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Pottering and Ponderings with Purley
People

Fred Rawlins
This article was originally published in Purley Parish News in 1973. Fred Rawlins
was for many years Sexton at the church. He came to Purley as a boy in 1929.

First Impressions

It was on a damp dismal late December afternoon that my parents
announced - "We are moving this weekend". Gloom! We were leaving
a small adjoining parish to go to a larger one (up over the hill), a
massive place that stretched from Pangbourne to Reading, and
nearly as wide.

Daybreak on Saturday morning, and out on our  bikes to explore
some of this untrod territory, with instructions from Pa to find out
where the Church was - "just across touther side of main road somewh-
ere". Down a long elm lined lane to the main road, a ten minute
break, peering through cobwebbed windows of a quaint old village
forge; not in use, but a
sign in the window
"Saws set and sharpened -
6d". On down the hill to
the quiet old village
below, with its school set
back in grass playgro-
und, a ditch running
down one side with little
bridges crossing to the
cottage gates. On past
the village pond oppos-
ite the farm (now Farm
Close), through a tall wrought iron gate, down the tree lined walk to
the Church at the end, with a notice pinned to gate - "Owing to floods
services will be held in the school until further notice". From the farm to
the Church we rode in 6" of water, the river being in full flood at the
time.

Purley Forge at the bottom of Long Lane
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During this our first visit to Purley, we had seen only one
person, a round faced teenager with a fringe peering out of the
curtains at the bottom of the hill, someone I was going to see a lot
more of in my later life in Purley. 

Exploring the rest of the parish we found it consisted of 57 dwellings
and nearly 200 people. The Village School consisted of one teacher
and eleven children, the older ones going to Pangbourne by carrier's
wagon. But we began feeling at home. The teacher, I do not need to
mention her name as most people of Purley know or know of her,
taught me years before at the finishing Academy of Pangbourne
Elementary School. 

Before I had lived here a few weeks I had made friends with  many
people from 9 - 90 with many tales to tell, some of which I will
endeavour to re-tell as all of them concern People of Purley, all of
them worthy Purley People.

The Old Rectory

Standing back off the road in the village was a large old house - "The
Old Rectory" - dwarfed by a majestic cedar, also chestnut trees. How
many local lads went scrumping those nuts, and how many of us
still remember the call from the front porch "Boys, boys, bob up and let
us know who you are". Being locals we were always allowed to carry
on scrumping.

At Easter the Sunday School choir were always invited to the
Old Rectory after Matins to "Hunt the Egg" Easter eggs having
previously been hidden by the family in the gardens and grounds,
but how the gardener
must have dreaded that
Easter rampage.

Alas the bulldozers of
progress came - The Old
Rectory died overnight.
But did it? I am sure it still
lives in a smaller size
nearby.

The Old Rectory
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Purley Park

Hidden in the trees, between the railway and the main road,there
stands a large mans-
ion - "Purley Park" -
built by Wyatt in
1795 for Antony
Morris Storer. His
great-nephew, old
Storer the Squire,
ruled his domain
with a rod of iron.
From Home Farm
(then part of the
estate) the milk was
carried in two large

buckets on yokes up to the Park (were these carriers the local
yokels?)

The Old Squire could be seen about the grounds, always carry-
ing his walking stick, on which was a "paddle" (a narrow hoe),
chopping and stabbing at any weed he could see. That stick was
ever ready for anyone stepping out of place; he even carried it to
church on Sunday.

Christmas time, all the locals (all were employed by the Squire)
would parade at the Park for P.D. (what this stood for I have never
found out) but after much curtseying and tugging of forelocks they
were issued with blankets, Christmas pudding and other fare. The
grounds in springtime were a blaze of colour, primrose banks,
daffodil dells, snowdrop walk - they were all there. On Good Friday
(and no when else) the locals were allowed in the grounds to gather
flowers etc. for the Easter decorations in the church, and Heaven
help anyone caught in the grounds at any other times. It must have
been the last feudal stronghold in Berkshire. In later years, when
owned by the Farmiloe family, things were a little different.

Purley Park Mansion
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The Post Office

In the late 1920s following a deep snow and rapid thaw, the Thames,
Pang and other local rivers broke their banks; the water was over a
mile wide. "Locky Baldwin", a much feared lock keeper of the day,
came across the fields in his boat and tied up at the pillar box in the
wall (still in use today) in the village while he went up to the Post

Office on the main road where "Auntie Amy" a Purley character,
served her stamps, Postal Orders and Pensions. How we enjoyed
those sherbet dabs, liquorice laces etc. which she dispensed with her
other goods, tea sugar, corned beef and those great 1d Monster
Minerals she would bring up from the cellar below.

The Pot Hunters

Two village lads upon hearing that "they were away up the Park"
decided to go "pot hunting". Going up the back drive (now Hazel
Road) they set their nets, popped in their ferrets and within minutes,
six lovely dinners were on the grass beside them. - when a voice said
"Ho! Ho! the cat's away". It was the local "Bobby" who, telling us to
clear off, took the rabbits as evidence. We heard no more about it - I
wonder what happened to the evidence!

Lichfield Cottage when it was the Post Office run by Amy Pocock
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During this flood time, rabbits by the hundred were forced up into
the trees for safety. In the village a great commotion was going on.
Old Mrs ? was frantically banging two tin trays together warning
her sons who were down towards the river in a boat getting a
dinner". That Old ? the local farmer, was after them - by the time he
had travelled round in his old Model T they were in safe home and
later, with a poker face, she would tell that farmer "Then boys bin
home all day, Sir". Evidently getting a dinner  was quite a past-time as
years later, when I was beating on a local shoot, the Keeper, on
hearing I came from  Purley remarked - "Oh another Purley pot
hunter!". How true that statement was.

The Great Purley Run-away

Wandering down the village one day we had to take to the ditch.
Careering down the road, reins trailing, tail board dragging and
mangolds scattering over the road, came Violet, a large dapple grey
cart horse, who, deciding she had had enough for one day, had
bolted for home. It was then that an old Purley resident told me of
the "Great Purley Run-away". A lifetime resident, staunch Church
supporter, respected by all, had passed on. The time for the Funeral
Cortege to pass was nigh, the village people, women with clean
white aprons, bare headed men, waited to pay their last respects.
The horse drawn waggon was crossing the bridge  on the hill when
underneath a steam train roared.

Full steam ahead those horses came and did not stop until they
came to the closed gates at the Church. One of the "white aprons"
was heard to say "That's the fastest the old B... has ever travelled in
his life". There is a memorial to this old gent in the Churchyard. It is
a shed, first used as a builders' shed when the local school was built,
which he dismantled and rebuilt as a fuel store shed still in use
today (the metal roof was added in the early 1920s).

Note

The funeral was that of Major Storer in 1902.
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The Siege of Reading in 1643
origins and impact on the townspeople

Peter Perugia
This article was based upon an assignment for an Oxford University, Department for
Continuing Education, course.

Many places in the four nations of the British Isles were, like Read-
ing, unwitting and unwilling participants in the Civil War: some by
accident, some by dint of the efforts and loyalties of their rulers.
Reading had the doubtful distinction of being in a unique strategic
position between Oxford and London. It was inevitable that Royali-
sts and Parliamentarians should contest the control of the town. It is
quite conceivable that the townsfolk's ideological and political moti-
vation for fighting in it were lesser factors than geography. This is
not to say that Reading was neutral or that it would have been
spared altogether had it been so (although some parts of England
did indeed escape unscathed : Malvern, in spite of its proximity to
Worcester, is a case in point; so is Altrincham). 

The siege (by the Parliamentarian Earl of Essex) and fall of
Reading in April 1643 was soon forgotten, as irrelevant to the outc-
ome of the Civil War. The attention of most historians has turned
elsewhere, to more significant theatres: Newbury, Marston Moor,
Naseby and the ferocious siege of (Catholic) Basing House. We are
thus indebted to a handful of studies by authoritative local histori-
ans when trying to penetrate 'the fog of war' in Reading. Of the
ordinary men who took part in the siege there is unfortunately no
record: we have no accounts of the siege from a civilian viewpoint,
and we can only conjecture on the basis of what we know happened
elsewhere in the country.  In trying to shed some light on what
happened in Reading by drawing parallels with the course of the
Civil War elsewhere, we stumble over the difficulty pithily summar-
ized by RG Usher  'the English Revolution (sic) of 1640 is as much an
enigma today as it was to Charles.'

Nevertheless, we know that local landowners had divided loyal-
ties; the gentry were generally Parliamentarian in outlook, but imp-
ortant families like the Blagraves and the Vachells had members in
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both camps. Not surprisingly, the two main Roman Catholic famil-
ies were wholeheartedly Royalist. Can it therefore be said that one
class was pitted against the other? Hill takes the view that 'this was
not a class war, and the social composition of the two sides was not
dissimilar.' This was also true of Reading: both sides contained men
who genuinely believed in what they were fighting for, but both
sides also contained 'the ruder sort of soldiers, whose society, blessed be
God, I hate and avoide' , as one of the Earl of Essex’s Parliamentarian
sergeants revealingly put it. Whichever side they were on, the
people of Reading - even those with strong partisan convictions -
probably wanted 'a short war, fought as far from Reading as possi-
ble'. But it was not to be. The war came to Reading within days of
Edgehill. Leading townsmen were ordered to 'work in raising bulwa-
rks in Forbury' (now a park) on pain of forfeiting seven pence a day
for every day of non-attendance, out of which fines the poorer sort
were to be allowed eight pence a day for their labour.  A regiment
was raised in the town by impressments. The men soon deserted -
they claimed through lack of pay, though perhaps also for not being
very Royalist. The Royalist Governor Sir Arthur Aston levied contri-
butions from householders, and leading townsmen were forced to
mortgage their properties.  It is also worth noting the scant regard
shown by both the Royalist garrison and the Earl of Essex for the
population in the terms of the surrender: they only concern the
military, not the civilians.

The inhabitants of Reading suffered the ravages of the conflict
indiscriminately; most of Essex’s officers and a number of the men
were quartered in the town. The officers were billeted in private
houses and some of the soldiers are said to have been quartered in
the churches. Disease was rife in both camps even before the siege.
Full-scale epidemics broke out in both armies and spread into the
civilian populations on whom they were billeted.  'There was great
mortality, occasioned by the infected air in the town of Reading,' wrote
Lucy Hutchinson. In the parish of St. Giles, Reading, which had
already had high mortality under Aston, 46 people were buried in
June 1643 (as opposed to four in June 1637) and 38 in July. The
parish of St. Laurence had not suffered as badly under the Royalists,
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having only eight recorded burials in March, but from April this
situation changed disturbingly. In April there were 26 burials (altho-
ugh a number appear to have been battle casualties), in May 23 and
in June an appalling 51. This compares to figures of eight, seven and
10 for these three respective months in 1640. It is safe to assume that
the epidemic would almost certainly not have occurred had it not
been for the Civil War. These true victims of the conflict in Reading
continued to suffer from disease, this time the plague, in the later
1640s. Death from disease was an everyday occurrence in Reading
in spring and summer 1643.

We can conclude that for the ordinary people of Reading this
was a war - whose immediate causes lay in Reading's nodal position
– in which they had little interest, but that nevertheless destroyed
many of them and their town's prosperity until the industrial revol-
ution.

Speed's map of Reading published 1611
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The Trentham Story
From 1951 to 1991 G. Percy Trentham Ltd was the only major
employer in Purley. They were based on 15 acres of land to the
southwest of the junction of Long Lane and what is now Purley Rise.

It all began back in 1840 when Jeremiah Trentham quit working
on the land in Middleton Cheyney in Northamptonshire which had
been the family home for over 150 years. He went to work for a
contractor who was engaged in building railways. One morning in
1879 his son George was approached by a gentleman who was a
complete stranger, but who had seen the young George at work. The
stranger gave George £500 in banknotes and told him to go off and
found his own company, which he did.

George's son George Percy was born in 1881 and joined his
father's contracting business in 1896. When he was 26 however he
fell out with his father and went off to start his own company based

The Trentham site

LONG LANE

B O W L I N G
GREEN

NEW OFFICES

KENNEL 

COTTAGES

Former ELYHAM
HOUSE

THE BARN

LABORATORY

PURLEY RISE
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at his home in Booth Street in Birmingham. Despite a very harsh
economic climate the firm survived and grew so that by 1912 it had a
permanent staff of 20. In this year the firm was hit by an accident
when five men were buried in a 26 foot deep trench which collapsed
when they struck an underground spring. The foreman, Bob Ward
led a team which rescued three of the men and was later presented
with the Edward Medal at Buckingham Palace.

In December 1913 G Percy Trentham Ltd. was formed with a
nominal capital of 50,000 £1 shares of which Percy held 6001. Percy
was denied the opportunity to go overseas, even though he was an
officer in The Territorial Army, as the work his company was doing
was regarded as vital to the war effort. His first wartime contract
was to build an extension to the Daimler factory at Radford so that it
could build aeroplanes. His next big job was the building of Fort
Dunlop on the outskirts of Birmingham.

Between the wars the company flourished and although still a
relatively small company, they took on contracts all over the country

and opened offices in Edinbu-
rgh and London as well as the
head office in new premises in
Birmingham. Their main achie-
vement was the construction of
the Ford Motor Plant in Dagen-
ham in 1929. Over the next 30
years the company grew from
strength to strength with Percy's
son Donald taking over as chair-
man and in 1952 Donald's son,
Peter, joined the company aged
18.

The move to Purley came in
1951 when Donald bought Ken-
nelgates from the South Berks
Hunt and set about acquiring
additional land. Many of the vil-
lagers were given employmentDonald Trentham
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at the new head offices and several of the employees came to
become villagers. The company made a major contribution to the
local community, loaning lorries and equipment for village events
and supporting all the local groups. Donald was a keen bowler and
set up the Trentham Bowling Club which was provided with one of
the finest greens in the county and often staged county competiti-
ons.

Among their later proje-
cts were a stand for Liverp-
ool Football Club, the
Didcot Power station and
the Post Office Sorting com-
plex on Caversham Road in
Reading. Sadly however in
1991 the company was sold
to the Egerton Trust and the
few remaining employees

moved to
Theale, leav-
ing the site to
be redevelo-
ped for hous-
ing. After a
few houses
were built the
site was
passed on to
Bryant Homes
who comple-
ted the estate
and donated the ancient barn, which had been used as a garage and
workshop, to the Parish Council.

John Chapman in association with Peter Trentham

The 'new' head office block

The canteen block being dismantled
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An Exciting Discovery for Purley
Jean Debney

Over half a century ago, the Berkshire Record Office purchased
some documents from a second-hand dealer in the Kings Road,
Chelsea.  Since then they had lain in the archive, unnoticed, unloved
and, above all, uncatalogued.

Last year the decision was made that it was their turn to be
noticed and they were duly catalogued and announced earlier this
year under the heading “Recent (?) BRO acquisitions” and listed as
“Deeds of Purley manor and Purley Park estate 1677-1913".  My
attention was drawn to this notice and, in great excitement, I drop-
ped everything and booked a seat in the BRO for next day.

Once there I copied out the full catalogue entry and ordered the
first bundle of 17 parchment and paper documents.  These dealt
with a property called ‘Greens’ and, from the description, apparen-
tly refer to a long strip from Purley Village up to the Reading Road,
which is now covered by Farm Close, a bit of the railway and the
eastern end of Westridge Avenue off New Hill.

Since then, Cliff and I have made more visits and started to
transcribe the first documents.  In the process we are discovering
information about families, fields and property all of which is new
and unique to Purley.

After my announcement at the last Project Purley meeting we
now have a volunteer typist but would like more assistance please
both in the Record Office and at home. The total number of items is
over 100 - all of which are in English - and unless more help is
forthcoming, will take forever to be completed.

Oops
The previous Journal encountered a few problems due to a misunderstanding and
some perverse properties of my ink-jet printer. The Print Room tried to correct the
problems but the result was nowhere near the standard achieved by Ben in previous
editions. I do apologise and trust that this edition will turn out a little better.

John Chapman 
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Meeting Reports

Members Evening - Weddings
The January meeting was, as usual, devoted to members' contributi-
ons and the topic this year was weddings. The attendance was 33
and ten members were prepared to stand up and talk - although one
or two were taken by surprise!!

We learned about all sorts of different types of wedding - Cathe-
rine explained about some Hindu marriage customs and showed a
Punjabi wedding shawl known as a Phulkari and a Ganesh Gate - a
hanging over the entrance to the bride's father's house. Ben mentio-
ned Serbian Orthodox and Afrikaner weddings and Jean spoke
about a Baptist ceremony. The majority were Anglican and John
brought along his impressive Archbishop's Licence, needed because
he and Ann wanted an English Church wedding and both were
living in Canada at the time. We also saw a Banns certificate from
one of HM ships in 1947.

There were lots of photos and other memorablia including a
1930s brown lace wedding dress and a 1960s more traditional, home
made one. Nicki brought along a recipe book which preserved
memories of life in Gloucestershire. We also learned about some
courtships - meetings in Zambia and on a slow boat to India We

Catherine shows off her Phulkari
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heard about hardships in the austerity period after the war, life in a
British concentration camp during the Boer war and problems in
finding a place to live. 

Several members contrasted their and their parent's weddings
with their children and grandchildren's weddings - How things
have changed over the years!

Over recent years, the reporting of our meetings and other events has been undertaken
by David Downs.  This has been an onerous task and after completing around 70
write-ups, David has decided to call it a day.  I am sure everyone will admit his
excellent comprehensive and entertaining reports have helped to improve the profile of
the Society and our thanks go to him for all his efforts on our behalf.

Editor

members examine some of the exhibits
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Berkshire Beyond the Obvious
Trevor Ottlewski

Our February meeting was packed with 43 members and guests to
hear Trevor talk about some of the features of Berkshire that are not
well known.Trevor is Chairman of the Wokingham History Group
and has recently published a book about Wokingham and Bracknell.

"How many people would take their holidays in Berkshire?" He
asked. "Not many" is the answer "because, apart from Windsor,
Berkshire is pretty well off the tourist map". We started in Windsor
looking at the Guildhall and a strange iron extension from the
pavement which stopped carriages rolling down the hill. Then, after
a quick tour of some of the Neolithic and Bronze Age sites, looking
at barrows, we moved on to a few Roman roads, or what is left of
them, leading from Calleva (Silchester) to London.

Wells and odd roadside signs brought us to ancient barns and
churches with interesting paintings and monuments. Then to a
variety of war memorials. We were brought up to date at the
Coleshill Estate and the preserved secret shelter built during WW2
to train would-be saboteurs in the black arts of delaying a German
invasion.

Waylands Smithy - perhaps Berkshire's oldest building
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There are a surprising number of works of art around Berkshire
ranging from mediaeval wall paintings to a modern group of three
youngsters cavorting in a secluded Close behind the Hospitium
adjacent to the grounds of St Laurence's Church in Reading. At the
same time we learned of the air raid on Reading in February 1943
which blew out the west window and which has been reconstructed
in St Laurence's Churchyard.

Great Coxwell Barn

The reconstructed window in St Laurence Churchyard
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The talk was an eye-opener to most members and afterwards
people began planning days out to look at some of the many things
we have all missed.

John Chapman

The Annual General Meeting 
The March meeting was preceded by our Annual General Meeting.
The Chairman reported a very successful year highlighted by the
publication of Purley in Old Images and the Treasurer confirmed that
sales have gone very well and the Society is now well into profit. As
a result he recommended that there be no increase in subscriptions
next year. He also recorded a grant from the Parish Council of £200
towards the costs of the Journal and to purchase some new display
stands. Three new members have been elected to the Committee;
Angela Edwards, Lee Hall and Val Jones. We are grateful to Lee for
taking on the job of Treasurer to replace Ben Viljoen who has retired.

Purley Through the Lens of a Camera
Catherine Sampson

Catherine Sampson told us about some of the photographers she
had encountered while editing the book. They ranged from gifted
amateurs, through postcard makers to pioneers and professionals,
covering over 100 years of photography.

She began with Henry Taunt who was born in Oxford in 1842.
He started working for Edward Bracher in 1856 when he was 14 and
rapidly demonstrated a talent for capturing something very special
in his pictures. By the time he died in 1922 he had produced over
60,000 plate images and had established himself as an eccentric,
feisty and astute self-publicist who had taken the Thames to his
heart. He roamed up and down by boat, taking posed photos of rich
clients as well as  evocative landscapes and published numerous
books.
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She moved on to the Marshall brothers who took what is perh-
aps the only photograph of Purley's Horse Ferry. Next came Frances
Dann, Reading's only female professional photographer who had to
register her business in her husband's name.

The Reverend Henry Wilder was a real pioneer starting in the
early 1860s and leaving us with several albums of marvellous
photos of the area, including many of Purley Hall and the estate,
taking care to get family groups of the estate workers.

Philip Collier, Eric Guy and Herbert Tidbury were mainly conc-
erned with postcards and captured street scenes and buildings
around Purley. Their pictures also show rural scenes now long gone,
fashions that have come and gone and faces no longer with us.

She finished with Ian Nash who lived and worked in Purley and
on the railway. He took pictures of the run of the mill activities of
the village, cows and bottling, people going about their jobs and lots
of railway scenes (sadly Catherine has a prejudice against trains and
didn't show us any).

What this all brought out was how quickly things change and
how grateful we are to these people who have preserved aspects of
our history and the social scene which have, in their turn evoked
many other memories which would never have come to light with-
out their efforts.

The Revd Henry Wilder snapped by another photographer
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It was a thoroughly entertaining evening.

John Chapman

BLHA AGM
The Barn was the venue for the Berkshire Local History Association
AGM on Saturday 26th March 2011. There were around 70 delegates
from local history societies all around Berkshire with a good contin-
gent from Project Purley who had turned out in force to get the Barn
set up and provide welcoming drinks for the visitors. John Chap-
man welcomed them on behalf of Project Purley and during the
formal proceedings he was re-elected as a member of the Committee
and Cliff Debney as a Vice President.

Lunch was served in the small Barn - a sit down meal organised
by Catherine Sampson and served by a bevy of ladies from Project
Purley. The BLHA Chairman remarked afterwards that he could not
see how we managed to serve so many people in so short a time and
offered his appreciation for the efficiency and huge value for money
- for only £5 you got delicious fish and chips, wine and dessert - and

Ian Nash's picture of Joe Kirton with his 'girls'
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we still made a small profit!

After lunch the President of the BLHA, Professor Ted Collins,
gave a talk on the Swallowfield Canal which he has been research-
ing. This dates from the early 17th century and linked the rivers
Blackwater and Lodden. It was abandoned many years ago but
traces remain today on the Farley Hill Estate.

Next on the Agenda was a walk down to the church and a
guided tour of the church by John. Again the ladies of Project Purley
did us proud with a dazzling supply of scrumptious cakes and tea,
giving the visitors a great chance to relax and chat. We received
many expressions of appreciation afterwards and can look back on a
very good day.

Nature Notes: Winter-Spring 2010-11
Cliff and Jean Debney

December 2010

We wrote our last Nature Notes in Mid-December as the weather
began to turn very cold.  A strong wind from the north brought
some overnight snow on the 17th and at 8am on 18th about four
inches was dumped in an hour and a half.  As we watched the snow
coming down, we saw the red kite drifting slowly across our garden
through the flakes.  When the snow stopped, a flock of great and
blue tits fell in a feeding frenzy on our nut and fat feeders.  The robin
was puzzled as every time he tried to perch on the fence or washing
line he fell off in a flurry of loose snow.  Meanwhile, Christmas
shopping was put on hold as nobody could drive to the shops for
several days.  The cold weather continued until the New Year and
the Meteorological Office reported that it had been the coldest Dece-
mber on record - and didn’t we know it! 

January 2011

After that, everyone expected the rest of the winter to continue in
the same vein but, rather surprisingly it remained relatively mild
from mid-January onwards.  Let’s just hope the freezing conditions
put paid to some of thousands of slugs and snails that live in our
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garden and eat everything interesting in sight.  Our winter jasmine
managed a few scattered flowers as usual, otherwise the garden was
dormant.

Cliff’s weather recordings this month totalled 88mm / 3.5" rain,
temperatures between -2.5oC / 28oF to 13oC  / 53oF, barometric
pressures were 993 to 1037mb (mean 1013.2mb) and humidity 16-
40%.

February - fill dyke ...

By the middle of the month the forsythia was beginning to show its
yellow flowers, a few early yellow primroses were visible on the
back lawn  and the gold and purple crocusses were also showing
colour in the front garden.  In the dim light of the early morning
hours we also heard the dawn chorus starting up somewhat earlier
than usual and in anticipation of the longer, warmer days to come.

Recordings this month were 69mm / 2.7" rain, temperatures
between 0.5oC / 40oF and 14oC / 63oF, barometric readings between
992 - 1028mb and 17 - 40% humidity.

March winds and ... 

What winds?  We didn’t see or hear anything much until the final
days of the month when it blew a bit. Also this month was described
by the BBC ‘Weather Man’ as having been “incredibly dry” - Cliff
only recorded 10mm / 0.4" of rain with temperatures between -0.5oC
/ 21oF and 16oC / 60oF, barometric pressure 998 - 1037mb and
humidity 22 - 32%.

The early days of the month were dull and cloudy day after day:
an occasional brief spell of sunshine was followed by more dismal
and cloudy grey days. However, the garden was increasingly burst-
ing with colour as daffodils, forsythia and  primroses, (primulas)
appeared. Later in the month there were also celandines, patches of
white and purple violets, an increasing number of cowslips and
some mauve periwinkle (vinca) with its variegated leaves

One day a pair of jays hopped around the tops of our ash trees
as if looking for a suitable nest site.  Sadly they didn’t select one in
our garden.  Another day a couple of squirrels played “chase me”
through the branches taking enormous bounding leaps but always
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landing safely.  We have no idea where they have built their drey
and we have never seen any young squirrels too as far as we know.

April showers ... (we live in hope of some rain as everything is
very dry)

Earlier this week a couple of cock goldfinches, with their distinctive
black, white and red patterning on the heads, visited the seed feeder.
As they were not disturbed by any other birds they were there for
much longer than usual before flying off into the trees.  We have also
seen on our fat feeder - and heard ‘drumming’ on a tree in Purley
Park - the distinctive greater spotted woodpecker with its black and
white feathers and bright red patches on its head and under its tail. 

Four-legged animals. (well mammals if you insist . . !)

Apart from the ubiquitous grey squirrels and, of course, the neighb-
ours cat we call ginger tom, we haven’t seen any animals in our
garden this year.  But there is evidence from the pulled-up lumps of
moss (which forms the major part of our ‘lawn’) that badgers visit
our garden in the night looking for tasty grubs to eat; also, in the
early hours I’ve heard the distant bark of a red fox in the region of
Home Farm. However, there is still no sign of any muntjac deer
since mother and baby picked their way through the snow in Janu-
ary last year.  It’s very sad to think they probably succumbed to the
conditions. 

As we write this, the warm sunshine has brought out a little blue
and an orange tipped butterfly, the trees are suddenly bursting into
leaf everywhere.  So we leave you basking in unseasonable tempera-
tures of 21oC (60oF) and / with wall to wall sunshine / blue sky.

  
NATURE NOTES

I am sure members will be disappointed to hear that Jean and Cliff feel they are unable
to continue compiling their nature notes for the Journal.  If anyone has a special
interest in natural history and would like to take over writing a piece on this subject in
the future, I would be very glad to hear from them.  

Editor


